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Code Seismic Design Approach



What are “non-structural” elements

§ Precast panels
§ Curtain wall façade
§ Windows
§ Stairs & Ramps
§ URM Parapets
§ Masonry Veneers
§ Heavy non-loadbearing walls
§ Heavy plant, storage 

systems and HSNO

§ Building services
§ Contents

Secondary Structural and Non-Structural Elements



Why?

From: “Which building components caused injuries in recent NZ earthquakes”, NZSEE conference 
2017, T. Yeow, A. Baird, H. Ferner



Building Costs
§ Non-structural components typically make up the largest 

proportion of the overall building cost
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Issues with NZ Current Practice

§Why are seismic restraints not 
being installed in NZ?

§ Cost
§ “Just in Time” Design 
§ Procurement
§ Construction Process and 

Programme
§ Engagement of Consultants
§ Existing Buildings
§ Code compliance

From: “Seismic Performance of Non-structural Elements within Buildings”, 
NZSEE conference 2014, H Ferner, M Wemyss, A Baird, A Beer, D Hunter



Issues with NZ Current Practice
§ A Survey undertaken by KOA for MBIE and EQC
§ Focus commercial buildings.



EERI Industry Survey of Issues

No one is adequately trained to make sure the standards are complied with 44%

There is little regulatory enforcement of compliance with the standards 42%

No one knows who is ultimately responsible for compliance 40%



What can you do?
New Build
§ Make sure it is clear who is doing what
§ Consider engaging the building structural engineer/services 

engineer to do it.
§ If it is to be contractor designed make sure the required 

design information is clearly spelled out in the documents.
§ Consider requiring the contractor to employ a single seismic 

restraint specialist for all subs.
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Retrofit of Existing
§ Decide on basis of retrofit – what level of compliance do you 

want
§ Why are you doing it
§ Undertake initial survey to find the good, the bad and the 

ugly.
§ Use this to plan implementation of retrofit works overtime.
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